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Your boy will not wear 
a heavy overcoat and 
he is wise. You can 
have warmth without 
weight and the over
coat we show here is 
designed on these lines.

Made from an all wool 
light - weight coating 
and well lined, it is 
warm enough for the 
coldest day without 
being a burden.

A large purchase en
ables us to sell at a 
very moderate price.
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Editorial.

Over two thousand years ago Diogenes had his tub; and so 
has the Demagogue to-day. T o the one, however, that huge hogs
head was a place of peace, a little satisfying space, where he might 
meditate without distraction from the noisy throng around upon 
the pettiness of man and upon his infinite, yet unresolved, capacity 
for thought: to the other, the tub is some disregarded keg, some 
derelict buffetted by man and time, that serves him for a makeshift 
throne, a vantage-point in height from which he can adjure his 
audience. I t  was said of Diogenes that, being demanded by the 
great conqueror, Alexander, to ask whatever boon he pleased, he 
replied with a request that Alexander would shift his ground in 
order that the sunlight might fall freely once again on the philosopher. 
Demagogus is a different man. For him the morning stars do not 
sing together, nor all the hills shout for joy. Song, joy and sunlight 
fall outside his purview. Taking his tone from his own sombre 
self he seeks, by hurling invective and rodomontade, to make man 
in his own image, and lead him on some dreary crusade, forgetting, 
however, the fate of the Gadarene swine.

Yet to take the tub as a symbol of man’s progress through 
the ages were to consider the matter too nicely. Suffice that neither 
Diogenes nor Demagogus is a complete pattern in the warp and 
woof of mankind. T o thrust oneself apart, and strikingly apart,
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from the crowd savours too much of wayward egotism : equally, 
with the tub-thumper, to thrust oneself upon the notice of the 
crowd reveals but another aspect of man’s desire to bolster up his 
personality.

The last word is with Richard II  :—
“ For within the hollow crown 

T hat rounds the mortal temples of a king 
Keeps Death his court, and there the antick sits, ■ 
Scoffing his state and grinning at his pomp;
Allowing him a breath, a little scene,
T o  monarchise, be feared, and kill with looks,
Infusing him with self and vain conceit
As if this flesh which walls about our life
Were brass impregnable; and humoured thus
Comes at last, and with a little pin
Bores through his castle wall, and farewell king! ”

School Notes.

Staff Changes.—At the close of the Summer Term the School 
was unfortunate enough to lose the services of two members of the 
Staff, M r. W . C. Porter and M r. T . Booth. Both had been here 
with us a year only, yet by their geniality and enthusiasm had 
made their presences felt in most departments of School life. At 
the same time M r. R. Kiddey who had been with us for two 
days a week as a temporary master completed his duties. We 
sincerely hope that all three may have a prosperous future.

The Staff has been completed by the coming of M r. E. G. 
Cross, B.A., M r. W . G. Lawson, B.A., M r. S. M. Coulson, and 
M r. H. H . Pfannmuller, B.A. T o all of them the School extends 
a hearty welcome.

Newstead Abbey.—During the Summer Term a small party 
had the privilege of being present at the interesting ceremony held 
in the grounds of Newstead Abbey when the Abbey and Park 
were committed from private hands to the public trusteeship of 
the Nottingham City Corporation. Apart from the local interest 
and the Byron associations of the place, the fact that the greatest 
man in modern Greece, namely M . Veniselos—a man who had 
whole-heartedly supported the Allied cause during the last war, and 
himself no mean student of Byron—took a leading part in the 
proceedings, added historical value to a unique event.
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School Certificate.— For the previous two years we have 
entered candidates for the Northern Universities Joint Board 
Certificate Examination. This year, however, brings a change, for 
our present Fifth Form will take the Examination set by the 
University of London. The change is one that has been brought 
about for several reasons. T o begin with it was anomalous that 
those of our Seniors who proposed taking the Advanced Course, 
either in part or in the whole, should have to work to the London 
requirements in order to follow a Degree Course at the University 
College, Nottingham, or at one of the Teachers’ Training Colleges, 
and so have to seek exemption from the London matriculation with 
a consequent dearer fee than they would have had to pay had 
they taken the London Certificate instead of the Northern. Further
more, the Upper School work is now more correlated, for after 
taking the London Certificate in the Fifth Form, boys who stay 
for another two years will take the Higher School Certificate in 
Form VI.

Our Examination Successes.—The complete list of examination 
successes will be found near the close of these Notes. I t is not a 
lengthy list, but what it lacks in quantity it certainly makes up in 
quality. Chief individual honours lie with J. Fowkes, who gained 
both a County M ajor Scholarship to the value of £60 and a College 
Studentship at the Nottingham University College, and with C. F. 
Barker, who was also awarded a County Scholarship. These are 
high honours. W e hope, however, that they are not mere indications 
of what the School can do, but rather that they are omens of what it 
proposes to continue doing year by year. R. W . Jackson and R. 
White deserve commendation for their Intermediate Degree successes, 
especially Jackson, who was able to spend a year only on what is a 
two years’ course.

I t  cannot be said that the Vth Form covered itself with glory 
in the School Certificate Examination. Among the thirteen successful 
candidates, however, there were seven distinctions spread over 
English, Geography, Mathematics and Chemistry.

Finally we take pleasure in noting that our Old Boys who are 
following academic work are all doing well and forging ahead 
towards their desired end.

Our Election.—For nearly a fortnight this term a visitor might 
have been pardoned for imagining that the School was a hotbed of 
politics and politicians. “ T urn  whereso’er he may,” his eyes would 
be confronted by adjurations and conjurations that appealed to his
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mind, his emotions, and his senses, to cast his vote for one or other 
of the three chief parties. In sober truth, we were holding our own 
election without, however, trespassing upon the general routine of 
the School. Our three candidates, T . A. Magness, the National 
Conservative, G. H. Clarke, the Liberal Free-Trader, and F. 
Chapman, the Labour man, together with their agents and henchmen, 
all did stalwart work to infuse their views into the electorate. At 
the mass meeting held on the day before the polling, the candidates 
tackled the difficult job of speaking to the assembled multitude. 
Actually the polling gave the National Conservative an easy victory 
and so reflected the country’s mind. It was an interesting ten days 
and the seniors especially are to be congratulated for the excellent 
way in which they conducted the election.

Speech Day.—The function of Speech Day and consequent 
Prize Distribution will take place on Monday, November 23rd, 
when the speaker will be Viscount Galway, O.B.E., D.S.O., the 
distinguished head of a family well known for its interest in 
Nottinghamshire affairs. Speech Day is being held earlier in the 
Term than it was a year ago, but we all hope that it will be as 
happy and successful an afternoon as it was in 1930.

Old Boys.—That the Old Boys’ Association is now active 
should be obvious to all who read the Secretary’s report, to be 
found towards the end of the Magazine. Naturally, our Old Boys 
are few in number but what they lack numerically they certainly 
make up in keenness. It was a bold move to start a Rugger Club, 
but boldness has paid. The Club has set about its difficult task 
in an excellent way. Following upon a heavy defeat in its opening 
fixture, the Team proceeded to win its next two games. That is 
splendid, and augurs well for the future when boys will leave the 
School with a much better knowledge of the game than had most 
of the founders of the Club.

We read also of a dance in Hucknall, whilst our various corre
spondents testify to an active spirit wherever they are. So let us 
reiterate what was written in the previous Magazine, namely, that 
all boys who leave the School must remember that it is almost a 
duty to join the Association, whose subscription, which includes 
“ The Centaur ," is but four shillings per annum.

Acknowledgements.—W e desire to acknowledge having received 
the following magazines:— The Cestrafeldian, The Bailean, The 
Elizabethan, The Southwellian, The Brunt’s School Magazine, The 
High Pavement School Magazine, The City of Oxford School 
Magazine, The Nottinghamian and The Tiffinian.
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Examination Successes.
LONDON UNIVERSITY: —

Intermediate B.A.—R. W. Jackson.
Intermediate B.Sc.—R. White.
Matriculation—W. C. Hall, W. A. Vickers.

NORTHERN UNIVERSITIES JOINT BOARD SCHOOL 
CERTIFICATES: —

*Clarke, G. H. Distinction in Maths., Good in Eng., Hist., Geog., 
Phys., Chem., and 2 Credits.

*Green, A. J. Distinction in Chemistry and 4 Credits.
Green, J. R. Good in English and Mathematics and 1 Credit. 

*Hamby, R. Good in Mathematics and Chemistry and 3 Credits. 
Hodgkinson, D. W. Good in English and Geography and 2 Credits. 
Johnson, H. 4 Credits.

*Moody, J. F. Good in Mathematics and 4 Credits.
*Raven, D. E. A. Good in Mathematics and 4 Credits.
♦Scothorne, H. T. Distinction in Geog., Maths, and Chem., Good in 

Phys., and 4 Credits.
Shelton, F. V. Good in Physics and 2 Credits.
Vann, C. R., Distinction in Chemistry and 4 Credits.
Willmin, H. H. Distinction in English and 2 Credits.

*Wilson, R. Good in English and 4 Credits.
Knighton, T. Supplementary Certificate with Credit in Latin.

* Exemption from Northern Universities and London Matriculation.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, NOTTINGHAM:—
College Studentship: J. Fowkes.

NOTTS. AND KESTEVEN SENIOR COUNTY SCHOLARSHIPS.
Major Award: J. Fowkes.

C. F. Barker.

OLD BOYS.
Cook, T. H. Passed in Subsidiary History for his Final Exam, in 

Geography.
Marshall, C. E. Inter. B.A.
North, J. Completed Inter. B.Sc. (Econ.), Nov. 1930.
Purseglove, R. H., Inter. B.Sc.
Rutt, A. Completed Inter. B.Sc., Nov. 1930.

VALETE.
FORM  V I.—J. Brandreth, H. F. Cobb, J. Fowkes, S. K. Gregory, 

W .. C. Hall, R. W . Jackson, G. R. Nicholson, 
H. Shilton, C. G. Small, R. H . Watson, R. White, 
R. C. Whittaker, T . H. Worton.

FORM  V.—H. C. Bywater, R. C. Clarke, A. H. Draper, 
W . G. Greensmith, R. A. Hallam, H. S. Hancock, 
D. W . Hodgkinson, H. S. Housley, J. F. Moody, 
C. Williams.

FO R M  IV.—C. A. Clarke, W . Heath, K. Hunt.
FORM  III.—J. H. Ragsdale.
F O R M IIIc—D. A. Richardson.
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AVETE.
FORM  VI.—K. V. Bailey, J. N. Fairhead, B. L. Twelvetrees. 
FO R M  V.—W . J. Clarke.
FO R M  lib — F. S. Meekosha.
FO R M  la-—A. R. Amos, E. F. Andrews, H. C. Bunker, H. K.

Butler, F. A. Caine, W . P. Coleman, W . S. Dean, 
C. H . Eggleston, W . A. Frost, E. F. Goodall, R. C. 
Gratton, W . Hayes, R. J. Hills, F. H. Jew, J. F. 
Kelham, R. Morton, J. D. McKinley, A. Naylor, 
L. F. T . Orchard, A. E. Osborne, R. W . T . Poole, 
E. Reeve, F. H . Reynolds, W . H. Sharp, D. A. 
Sherward, J. Slaney, J. C. Stokes, H. Sturman, C. F. 
Ursell, R. van Herrewege.

FO RM  lb—R. H . Alvey, R. K, Bailey, A. M . Billam, H.
Bratton, H. R. Briggs, K. W . Brown, W . A. Clifton, 
A. K. Drury, W . E. Eason, A. B. Fletcher, F. H. 
Godber, C. Good, D. S. Hodgkinson, W . A. Huckerby, 
E. R. Hudson, A. Lee, A. Longden, J. W . K. Lowe, 
L. Marson, F. W . Marriott, F. Martin, C. H . Meads, 
K. Middup, E. A. Philpott, F. R. Purdy, F. A. 
Rowley, J. Smith, A. A. Stirland, S. B. Stoakes, A. 
Storer, D. H . Wayte.

FO RM  Ic—K. E. B. Booth, J. E. Bussens, D. Clarke, A. C.
Dabell, W . H. Evans, B. R. Green, K. G. Hart, 
W . F. Hayter, H. B. Herring, H . F. Histon, D. R. 
Hopkinson, R. F. Jackson, G. A. L. Leivers, P. 
Lynam, C. W . Marshall, K. A. Morecroft, C. H . 
Parker, J. D. Richardson, J. R. Robinson, G. A. 
Taylor, C. T . Temperton, W . G. Todd, N. E. 
Treece, E. Wheldon.

Hough 2 Spel.
Simplified Spelling for Simple Souls.

Many are the books and pamphlets that have appeared from 
time to time demanding a revision of English spelling. Their writers 
grow caustic over the irregularities between pronunciation and 
spelling. The latest addition to an imposing array of learned 
disquisitions comes from America in a 16 page booklet just issued by 
the Simplified Spelling Board of New York. The booklet is called 
“ Rimes without Reason. By one who has been stung by a spelling 
bee.” Verses and rimes make up the greater part of the book : they 
are so composed as to illustrate the disagreement between the usual 
spelling and the various ways in which similar groups of letters are 
pronounced.
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Let us start with “ crochet ” pronounced “ kro-shay.”

A lady who deftly crocheted 
A terrible temper displeted

On finding, when through 
T hat a dropped stitch or twough 

Had ruined the garment she’d meted.

How’s that for a start? Let’s try again.

There was a young lady of Lynn 
W ho was so exceedingly thynn,

T hat when she essayed 
T o  drink lemonayed,

She slipped through the straw and fell ynn.

O r another :—

A king who began on his reign 
Exclaimed with a feeling of peign,

Tho I ’m legally heir 
No one seems to ceir,

T hat I haven’t been born with a breign.

Having digested these we turn over a few more pages, and 
unearth this gem : —

If an S an I and an O and a U 
W ith an X at the end spell Su;
And an E and a Y and E spell I,
Pray what is a speller to do?
Then if also an S and an I and a G 
and H ED  spell side;
There’s nothing much left for a speller to do 
But go and commit SIO U X EY ESIG H ED .

Among the many accumulations of facts we learn that there 
are 17 ways of spelling the sound of “ i ” in “ mind 13 ways of 
spelling “ o o ” as in “ book” ; and 12 ways of spelling “ ee ” as in 
“ see.” Finally we may quote an amusing limerick :—

There once was a man with a hiccough 
Tried all the cures he could piccough;

And the best without doubt,
As at last he found out,

Is warm water and salt in a ticcough.

T he Big Idea.
So much for the American booklet. But now for an English 

version called “ Simplified Spelling.” Several quotations as to the 
rules of the game should interest our readers.
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“ The improved spelling may be optional. The change may be 
gradual. All that will be required to ensure its being gradually 
adopted, will be to allow it in official documents and scholastic 
examinations.”

T hat’s rich, isn’t it? “ Scholastic examinations,” egad! As 
though there wasn’t a form of simplified spelling already in vogue 
at such times.

“ I t will make English Spelling perfectly simple and easy to 
learn. A Simplified Spelling will save at least one year and in some 
cases as much as two years of school time.”

Now IIIc  pay attention to th a t! W hat a paradise for our 
weaker brethren whose progress to future success is impeded by their 
vague ideas on spelling. Here’s the key to the situation. Join 
the Society right away.

How Its D un.
Let’s try our hand now at a few specimens. All you have to 

do is to keep one eye on the book of rules, the other on your writing 
pad. T ry  not to squint in the process, and start. Ready? Now for 
i t :—

The tym iz kum the walrus sed,
T u  tawk ov meni things,
Ov shooz and ships and seeling wax,
Ov kabejez and kingz,
And why the see iz boiling hot,
And whether pigz hav wingz.

O r again :—
Having then gifts difering akourding tuu the grais that iz 

given tuu us, whether profisi, let us profisy akourding tuu the 
propourshun ov faith; owr ministri, let us wait on owr ministring; 
Hee that giveth, let him doo it with simplisiti; hee that rooleth 
with diligens; hee that shoeth mersi, with cheerfulnes.

So there you have it—“ yer pays yer money an’ yer takes yer 
choice.” As a final titbit, let me quote again:- “ A considerable 
number of the words are unaltered, and the remainder present no 
difficulty. They can be read at a glance by anyone who can read, 
and by a learner very much more easily than in the conventional 
spelling. From the printers’ and typists’ point of view there is a 
saving in the number of letters.”

Well, w ell! Our brain rocks under the strain of it all. W hat 
anodyne or soothing syrup is there in this predicament?

As usual, our old friend, M r. Anon, the world-famous author, 
offers us one of his numerous parables with which to conclude.
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T he W hango T ree.

The woggly bird sat on the whango tree 
Nooking the rinkum corn,

And graper and graper, alas! grew he,
And cursed the day he was born.

His elute was clum and his voice was rum 
And curiously sang he,

“ Oh would I ’d been rammed and eternally clammed 
Ere I perched on this whango tree.”

Now the whango tree had a bubly thorn,
As sharp as a nootie’s bill,

And it stuck in the woggly bird’s umptum lorn 
And weepadge, the smart did thrill.

He fumbled and cursed, but that wasn’t the worst, 
For he couldn’t at all get free,

And he cried, “ I am gammed and injustibly nammed 
On the luggardly whango tree.”

And there he sits still, with no worm in his bill, 
And no guggledom in his nest;

He is hungry and bare; and gobliddred with care, 
And his grabbles give him no rest;

He is weary and sore and his tugmut is blore 
And nothing to nob has he,

As he chirps, “ I am blammed and corruptibly jammed 
In the cuggerdom whango tree.”

Camp.
I t wasn’t a bit like camp, really, you know, going to school 

in the pouring rain with disgustingly short trousers on, carrying 
a kit bag, and with a scruffy little schoolbag full of arithmetic 
books.

The worst of camping is that you have to work so much, and 
in our case, we started before we got away from school, doing 
Herculean juggling tricks with buckets and things, and, generally 
making ourselves useless.

After poking about for hours and hours on that dingy little 
country station at Nottingham we got on a train that fooled about 
all over England, called at Brighton, Exeter, Aberdeen and Glasgow, 
did some sleight of hand with tunnels, gradients and viaducts, and 
belched us out on Aber station platform with strict injunctions not 
to poke our heads out of the windows in future.
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After getting the tents up, no small matter, I can tell you, 
we commenced with tense faces and dogged tenacity to go native 
for a week. T o  do this, there was made a set of stringent rules 
to be kept with sullen and pugnacious British obstinacy by all 
and sundry, especially sundry, oi> whom an eye was specially kept 
to see that he didn’t go and start swinging the lead, or putting 
the shot, or one or another of those Scottish sports and pastimes 
that are becoming so popular.

The first of these solemn rites was the morning bathe. Early 
the first morning we went for a good long ramble across to Ireland 
in bathing costumes and, having succeeded in wetting our ankles, 
came back for breakfast in which, as company promoters say, was 
incorporated the second rite. This was a peculiar concoction 
originated by M r. Dallas, which we distrusted on sight. He him
self swore, see that wet and see that dry, that it was porridge. 
W e begged, in fact we grovelled, to differ. It was divine, and it 
tasted like—well, to illustrate exactly what it did taste like—have 
you ever been awakened out of a deep sleep by the simple expedient 
of having a string tied to your big toe, and the machinery went 
wrong and yanked you up to the ceiling? No? Anyway, that’s 
how it tasted.

But this is getting tedious. W hat would it benefit to yarn of 
all that happened in that one week of glorious life, when the printed 
page went to the dogs and we fled to the hills? Besides, those 
who didn’t go have heard all about it years ago, and those who 
did would rather have their darksome deeds left anonymous, and 
so, undisturbed in their black recesses, I will leave them. How 
can you crush the splendour of that holiday into the sardine tin 
of the then abhorred printer’s ink and paper? There is a happiness 
that seems above the reach of vulgar words, a happiness of which 
but the poet, painter and musician can touch the fringe. No more 
need be said beyond that this holiday is one of the best we have 
ever had.

G. H. C.

A Tall Story.
I AM  C O M PELLED  T O  CHANG E PLACES W IT H  

F A T H E R  FOR T H E  DAY.

First of all I changed into his clothes; oh dear, what a sight! 
The trouser bottoms hung like concertinas, the hat covered my head 
and went down to my shoulders, the jacket looked like my biggest 
over-coat with a few inches put on, the waist-coat felt like a blanket, 
and my shoes, well, they looked like battle-ships!
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Next I tried smoking his pipe. The first puff went uneventfully, 
the second was the same, the third, I felt a little dizzy, the fourth 
I was lying on the floor with a bucket in front of m e!

After that my “ wife ” seated me in father’s chair to cool off 
a bit. T hat was the best part of it.

Next I tried the car. I fiddled about a little, pulled a few 
levers, pressed on a few things, and after the engine had banged 
and cracked and spluttered, it started to move at little more than 
a walking pace.

But to my surprise, the thing suddenly leaped forward and 
careered at an amazing speed for the green-house. The thing that 
puzzled me most, was that I hadn’t done anything except press my 
foot on a pedal! Anyway, I ran straight for the green-house, 
smashing it completely. The impact of the blow stopped the car, 
and sent me flying on to the gravel path- Luckily I escaped with 
only a few bruises and cuts.

After this thrilling episode I tried the garden. I started well, 
but after an hour’s work I thought my surroundings looked 
strangely queer. Then the awful truth dawned upon me. Instead 
of digging in a neat row, as I had so often seen Dad do, I was 
digging a large hole which nearly covered m e! Fortunately for me, 
I heard the well known call of my wife shouting, “ Gerald, where 
are you?” “ Here I am,” I replied mournfully, “ please get me 
o u t! ” I was safely retrieved and brought back into the house to 
wash.

When I had washed and changed, I thought to myself; “ If 
I ’m Father, I must go and work at the office.” So off I went. 
I arrived there two hours late; thus I received a severe scolding 
from the boss. After much confusion and ink blots, and ripping 
of paper, the day finished.

My employer at the end of it all came to look at my work. 
He had one glance; then his face turned a violent purple; he pointed, 
with a quivering finger, to the door. “ Get out, get out, never let 
me see you again!”

Seeing that he was rather annoyed, I hastily went home.

But the day was over. Everything was back in its normal 
routine. I was now Gerald of old, and still the youngest son of my 
Dad, M r. Poole! R. H. (lib).
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The Election.
A N ew Constituency.

The last General Election was important in that a new 
constituency elected a member to the House of Commons for the 
first time. T hat constituency was the Henry Mellish, where the 
franchise was extended to all those on the school roll, irrespective 
of age, creed or nationality.

For several days the Election spirit prevailed inside the school in 
the same manner that it did outside—political meetings were held, 
posters, official and “ home produced,” proclaimed to all what a 
terrible chaos each party would push the country into—agents and 
helpers canvassed—and, in fact, everything was conducted as it should 
be in a newly honoured constituency.

The “ home produced ” posters were in many instances as good 
as the printed ones, which were kindly given by other and richer 
constituencies. The dangers of tariffs were pointed out by some 
posters which compared the costs of bread in various tariff countries, 
whilst others showed how the farmer would benefit if tariffs were 
used to prevent “ dumping.” Traffic signal lights, advising electors 
how to vote, were placed at several corridor junctions; whilst various 
rhymes and parodies, posted on doors and notice boards, warned 
electors of what to avoid.

D aily M eetings.

The meetings, which were held outside on the steps and inside 
in the form rooms, were usually successful. The candidates, F. 
Chapman, Labour, G. H. Clarke, National Liberal, and T . A. 
Magness, National Conservative, together with one or two members 
of their committees, were the chief orators, although occasionally 
unofficial representatives tried their luck—and were rewarded—once 
with the contents of a waste-paper basket. Heckling and similar 
interruptions were prohibited so that different tactics had to be 
devised to disturb the speakers. The most successful one adopted 
was to cheer, clap and “ hear hear ” them so that they could not 
speak above the mock applause.

The Liberals were the only party to score by bringing in out
side assistance. Through their enterprise we were privileged to 
hear M r. Calladine, of Hucknall, give an address upon the policy 
of the Liberal party and their attitude towards the other parties. 
This meeting was well attended by supporters of all parties, but 
few seemed anxious to ask questions when they were invited to do 
so. This apparent shyness, however, was never shown in the less
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formal meetings, for then supporters, wearing their party cockades 
and ribbons, delighted in entangling opposing candidates by asking 
some well considered question.

M ass M eeting.
On the eve of the poll, a meeting addressed by all three 

candidates was held in the Hall.

Clarke, speaking first, said that he had become a Liberal only 
after a long, unprejudiced study of the political situation. He out
lined the attitudes of both his opponents and decided that the 
Labour policy was not Bolshevism, but insanity; whilst the 
Conservative one was founded on the assumption that the country 
could not be in a worse state so that tariffs could not do any harm. 
He remarked that if there had been no Liberal candidate he would 
have voted Conservative as the lesser of two evils, and as a forlorn 
hope against no hope at all.

An outburst of clapping and cheering greeted the spreading of 
the Union Jack over the Headmaster’s desk in preparation for the 
National Conservative candidate, Magness. This seemingly insig
nificant detail did much to strengthen the hold of “ the Big Man 
with a Big Policy ” upon the younger electors, whilst the older ones 
could not but admire the idea, although to some it was merely “ a 
dirty catch-vote.”

Magness first tried to undo the work of his opponents’ posters 
by stating that the election was not one of tariffs and protection but 
was one of whether a National Government should restore England’s 
financial position, or whether a Labour one should ruin it. He did 
not discuss the Liberals but devoted most of his time to explaining 
how a tariff would help trade and how the Labour Party “ had led 
electors up the garden path with the sun in their eyes and left them 
to go home in the dark.”

By the time Chapman came to speak the electors were becoming 
restless so that the Labour views were not given such a good hearing 
as were the others.

Chapman, remarking about the flag which had been removed 
on his entrance, said that the Union Jack belonged to his party as 
much as to either of the others. He pointed out how the 
Conservative appeal to vote for the country by voting National was 
merely their way of securing-a majority in Parliament. Moreover, 
he remarked that although the Premier had been described as “ the 
Captain who stuck to his ship,” it was a pirate ship with the guns 
trained on the crew, which he had stuck to. In asking for the 
electors’ votes he said that he was asking for votes for national 
control of industries and work in England, for Capitalism had failed.
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P olling.
On Election Day there was but little excitement and, seeing 

that the staff were in charge of the polling booths everyone voted 
early.

The result of the ballot was declared on the following day, 
Wednesday. I t was : —

T . A. Magness (Conservative) ... 191

F. Chapman (L ab o u r)................ 73

G. H. Clarke (Liberal) ... ... 66

Thus a National Conservative was returned for the Henry 
Mellish Constituency, but seeing that the Government had a large 
majority and that Magness had not yet finished his school course, 
it was decided that the seat should be left vacant until such time 
that either a bye-election or a general election should be declared 
by the Headmaster.

J. R. G.

Sonnet.
Where wilt thou lead me, Spirit of delight?
The Lord of Dreams goes riding to the lists—- 
See, where he cleaves his tent of silken mists,
And spurreth bravely o’er the plains of night 
T o hurl away his lance of silver light 
After the myriad ranks of hastening stars,
Which swirl and glitter through the white cloud bars. 
As to the depths of space they take their flight.

Sweet Spirit, wilt thou show me more than these?
Ah ! now enfolded in thine arms I float,
Borne by a golden barque through turquoise seas, 
T o  realms of imagery more remote 
Than ancient Araby; how shall I tell 
W hat pleasure with my Spirit here to dwell ?

K. V. B.
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The New Shakespeare.
CH ICA G O  PU TS IT  ACROSS.

I have not infrequently been asked by small boys, who ought 
to have known better, whether or no the Americans speak English. 
I will explain, therefore, for the benefit of the uninitiated, that the 
Americans, chum, get off their chests a luxurious lingo which they 
call Good Yewnited States. This language or dialect is a sort of 
pidgin English interpreted by a series of nasal sounds of different 
intensity and inflexion, by means of which the ingenious Americans 
communicate with one another. I t consists almost entirely of such 
words and expressions as “ Sez you!” “ Sure thing,” “ And how !” 
“ Oh Y eah!” “ Attaboy!” etc., all of which will be familiar to the 
ardent talkie-fan, but in spite of this the skilled etymologist can 
trace its descent from the English language, in which tongue it 
undoubtedly had its foundation.

America, folks, is a land flowing with milk and honey, or more 
correctly with ice-cream and illicit liquor. I t  is the land of 
opportunity, the land of gold-teeth and dollar bills, of horn-rimmed 
spectacles and straw hats, of lantern-jawed he-men, and of spearmint- 
chewing dollar-millionaires. In short, Hiram Q. Pilchard of 
Oshkosh, Pa., is, in his own estimation, nature’s greatest gift to 
mankind, and then some !, while Uncle Sam and the Statue of Liberty 
are one hundred per cent, all talkie, all singie, all dancie, Vitaphone 
Technicolor Productions.

In view of all this I have often thought that the Americans 
must find a great deal of difficulty in translating into their own 
nasal tongue, the multiplicity of idioms and, what to them, must 
seem queer words, with which the English language abounds. Even 
a 100% American agrees that the best of our writers are, at least, 
comparable with Longfellow, W alt Whitman, and Edgar Allan Poe, 
and so I have decided to attempt a translation into American of some 
of the better known works of English Literature.

I intend to commence with Shakespeare’s “ Merchant of 
Venice,” but the first difficulty is the question of a suitable title, for 
obviously the English one is too cumbersome and unnatural for an 
American. “ Ikey Gets His !” and “ The Booze-Runner of Chicago,” 
have both been suggested. A second point is the introduction of a 
mammoth beauty chorus, and the arrangement of suitable theme- 
songs, but these difficulties can be easily overcome. As I have not 
sufficient space here for the Americanised version of the whole of 
the play, I shall only give, as typical example, my rendering of the 
T rial Scene, and (provided I do not forget or that the Editor does 
not think otherwise) I may in future editions print further excerpts 
from this and other English literary works.
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The scene of the trial is set in Chicago, and the case, which 
is to be tried before Supreme-Court Judge Riminski, is “ Tony the 
Wop versus Ginsberg.” Tony is an ice-cream magnate who has 
been reduced to bankruptcy by the W all Street crash, and Ginsberg 
is a Jewish moneylender from whom he has borrowed money so that 
he and a young friend may take a young girl from the High School 
(who is Portia, the heroine) out to supper. A condition of the 
transaction is that Tony will allow Ginsberg to “ bump him off ” in 
the event of his failing to pay the debt. The leading counsel, who 
saves Tony, is afterwards found to be Portia.

Well, here goes! And how! Stand by engineers! Ready 
cameramen ? O.K. boys ! Attaboy Steve ! Shoot!

IKEY G ETS H IS !

Case :- Tony v. Ginsberg.
C o u rt:- Chicago High Court of Justice.
Judge :- Supreme-Court Judge. *

D uke. Say, is Tony anywhere around?
Ant. Surest thing you know, Judge!
D uke. I kinda feel peeved about you, Tony. This Ginsberg guy 

never gives a fellar a break, and he certainly is handing 
you the frozen mitt.

Ant. Aw , shucks! I guess I ’m alright, Judge. Ikey’s funny 
that way. Some guy shooting off his mouth told me you’d 
tried to dissuade him, but that stuff won’t wash. And 
anyway, I may as well be finished off now as put on the 
spot sooner or later.

D uke. Usher ! Go round up Ginsberg.
Saler. H e’s in the antechamber, C hief! He’s here right now ! 
D uke. Stand aside, there! Say, Ikey! Let a guy have a look at 

you. Now listen, Ginsberg! This has gone far enough! 
Have a heart, man. I guess and calculate as how this 
certainly is one big joke you’re trying to pull on Tony, 
here. And Chicago opines that way, too. This W all 
Street crash has made better men than Tony reserve berths 
across the herring-pond, you know! I ’ll say you ought to 
let him off, Ikey.

Shy. Say, listen, big boy! So that’s the way you feel, is it?
Cut that right out! T hat’s all eyewash, bunkum, piffle, 
flapdoodle. Sobstuff don’t take me in ! Tony’s hired a 
room at the morgue, and you know it. I guess taking 
Tony for a ride is a whim of mine, and I ’m standing the 
racket, so what’s its matter? I ’ll do as I like, big boy, an’ 
the law o ’this State can’t stop me! D ’ye get me?
Say! W hat’s biting you, Ikey? You give a guy a pain in 
the neck!

Bass.
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Shy. Oh, Yeah ! I don’t have to please you !
Bass. D ’you bump off all your enemies?
Shy. I ’ll say I do. A guy don’t pull a rod on me twice, and get 

away with it.
Ant. Say, listen, Bass ! Don’t waste your breath on that rubber

necked palooka. You may as well try to run a truckload 
o’ gin across the border, without first bribing the Federal 
Authorities. Deal out the law, Judge. W hat are you 
waiting for?

Bass. Here, Ikey! W hat do we owe you, six bits? Well, 
anyway, here’s twenty grand* to make it worth while!

Shy. Nix on that, youngster! John D. Rockefeller couldn’t 
tempt this child; so you can keep your phoney nickels.

D uke. You’re about as sociable as a condemned cell, Ikey. Strikes 
me as you’ll be in for a pretty rough time in the “ happy 
hunting grounds.”

Shy. Say! You’re talking big, Judge. How many cases o’ 
Scotch have you got in your cellars? And how many of 
Tony’s ice-cream foundries manufacture synthetic gin? I ’m 
not the only racketeer around these parts, you know! 
I ’ve bought Tony’s life with three thousand of the best, 
and I ’ll see he gets a swell funeral; d’ye get me?

D uke. Well, that certainly is so, Ikey, but unless a Noo York 
attorney puts in an appearance in the near future, I guess 
we’ll have to adjourn to the nearest speak-easy.

Saler. Say, chief! There’s a guy outside with a letter from Noo 
York.

D uke. Noo York? Never heard of the place. Anyway, show him 
u p !

Bass. Keep a stiff upper lip, Tony. Ikey ain’t got no kick coming!
I ’ll tell the world. If he reaches for that ironmongery 
of his, he’s a dead man. You can bet your bottom dollar 
on that.

Ant. Oh yeah? Got no kick coming? Say, Bass, that’s the one 
thing he ain’t got nothin’ else but. I guess the best thing 
you can do is to order a wreath.

Enter N erissa.
D uke. You from Noo York? Put it there ! (Holds out his hand.)
N er. I guess so, Judge. I came by airplane, and here’s a letter 

I got you. (Presents letter.)
Bass. W hat’s the big idea, Ikey? Why are you drawing your 

rod ?
Shy. I guess I ’m going to perforate Tony, there ! He’s booked 

to die of lead poisoning. I ’ll fill him so full of shells, 
he’ll rattle. And how !
* Grand :- Bowery slang for 1000 dollars.
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G rat.
Shy.
G rat.

Shy.

D uke.

D uke.
Portia.

D uke.

Portia.

D uke.
Portia.
Shy.
P ortia.

Ant.
P ortia.

Shy.
Portia.

Shy.

P ortia.

Bass.

P ortia.

Shy.

Say! Quit it, Ikey, you dirty wop ! Cut it o u t!
Now don’t get fresh, young ’un. Stow i t !
A w ! Apple-strudel! You may be second gentleman in 
Caponeville, but to me you’re just a yeller racketeer.
W al, say, whadyer think o ’that? Say, listen, buddy. Take 
a tip from me. While I ’ve got the seal on this bond, 
you’re simply wasting your time. You’d be better occupied 
waiting for a street-car.
Is that so? Here’s the attorney now, Ikey. You’d best 
close your trap.

Enter Portia.

Shake, lawyer! You from Noo York?
Sure thing, Judge! I guess I ’m the big noise in those 
parts.
Well, you’re plenty welcome around here. D ’you know 
the facts?
I guess so, Judge! Which o’ the bunch is the Eyetalian 
and which the Israelite?
Tony, and you, too, Ikey, step in front o’ the arc-lights. 
Ginsberg’s your moniker, ain’t it?
(Laconically) Yeah!

And your handle’s Tony, is it? Got a strangle-hold on you, 
aint’ he?
(Despondently) I guess so.
Well, Ikey, it’s up to you to do the right thing by Tony 
and let him down lightly.
Oh yeah ! Sez you !
Sez me! Maybe I can’t make you let Tony off, but if 
you ain’t yeller all through, you’ll give him a fighting 
chance. Mother Shipton couldn’t have forseen this crash, 
and you ought to give a guy a break. You’re pleading 
justice in this world, but you’ll be in a bad way if you 
get it in the next.
T hat brand o’ wise-crack leaves me cold. You’re a lawyer, 
not a hot-gospeller, and Tony’s sure going to get his.
H uh! So that’s the way you feel? (To Bass.) Can’t he 
cash up?
Why, sure! I ’ve got the money right here in dollar bills. 
If that ain’t enough I ’ll pay it ten times. Say! Ain’t 
there a law against Jews, or something?
I guess not, Bass. Ikey’s on the right side o’ the fence, and 
Congress couldn’t swindle him out of his due.
Attaboy, chief! You gotta better grasp o ’the law than 
A1 Capone.
Say, get a move on, Judge. Pep it up; it’s getting boring.Ant .
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Portia.

Shy.

P ortia.

Ant.

Bass.

Portia.

G rat.

N er.

Shy.

Portia.

Shy.
Portia.

G rat.

Shy.
P ortia.
G rat.
Shy.

Bass.
P ortia.

Shy.

O.K. Be slick about it, Ikey! Make it snappy! Tony, 
you’d best stand over there. Ginsberg, by the bond you’re 
allowed six chambers at ten yards range, and you use your 
own shootin’-iron. Got it well oiled?
You’ve said it, bo ! Tony’s due to pass in his checks any 
minute now.
Well, Tony! Got a farewell message for the wife and 
kids ? Come clean; say your piece, and get it off your chest. 
I guess n o t! Shake, Bass! It will be the last time before 
I kick the bucket.
Say, listen, Tony! My sweetie certainly is some swell 
dame, but I ’d get unhitched tomorrow, if it would stop 
Ikey’s trigger-finger.
Well, it’s a good job she’s listening to the radio, instead 
of to you. W e don’t want too many bumpings-off.
Say, I ’m tickled pink with a blue-eyed baby, myself, but 
I ’d tell her where she got off if it would help you, Tony. 
I suppose she thinks you’re a real hundred-per-cent, dyed- 
in-the-wool sugar-daddy, eh? But you’d best look out. 
You don’t find a skirt in every drug-store, you know?
Say, you and your girl friends are wasting time. I gotta 
date, myself, after the show, so step on it.
O.K., Ikey. You’re allowed six shots at Tony; no more 
and no less. Are you ready?
I ’ll say I am ! Here goes. (Prepares to fire.)
(Making a lightning draw.) Reach for a cloud, buddy, or 
you’ll soon be reaching for a halo.! Not so fast, Ginsberg! 
Put up the ironmongery! This bond don’t allow you to 
start spilling blood all over the Court. If you think you 
can drill Tony without fetching blood, go to it. But if 
you only spill one drop, A1 Capone and all the racketeers 
in town can’t save you.
Attaboy, Judge! You’ve hit it right on the hidden spring. 
Attaboy, Steve! Thanks for the tip, Ikey, old lad. Attaboy ! 
Say, is that the law o’ this State?
I ’ll say it is! Take a glim at the Act, yerself, Ikey. 
Attaboy, Judge! You certainly spilt a microphone full. 
Say, that alters things! The plot thickens! Ah, well, I ’ll 
take his phoney greenbacks* and let him off.
O.K., Ikey. Here’s the dough.
Not so fast, Bass! Ikey’s going to get justice and nothing 
else but. Get to work, Ikey, and make it snappy, but don’t 
overstep the mark. W hy the hesitation? Come on, jump 
to i t ! Pep it up, and look pleasant.
Say, give me my outlay, and I ’ll clear out.

* Greenbacks : - Dollar bills.
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P ortia. I guess not, Ginsberg. Your first refusal was just one too 
many. You’re having nothing but the forfeit and you take 
that at your own risk.

Shy. Well, in that case, I ’ll be hitting the trail.
P ortia. Just a minute, Ikey! Not so fast. Say, listen, chum. 

When I talk it ain’t for elocution. So get a load o’ th is! 
I suppose you thought you were the nifty smart Alec 
handing a lobster the lemon when you slipped it across 
Tony, here. But let me tell you that that chicken won’t 
fight. There’s a law in this State against hoodlums like 
you, and I aim to see you in the big chair. You’ll soon 
be going up the river, Ikey, and you needn’t book a return 
ticket, either. D ’ye get me?

G rat. Oh boy, he certainly can hand it out. Attaboy, Steve !
Portia. By the law o’ this State, Ikey, Tony has a half interest in 

all your goods, and the State has the other fifty per cent. 
So you haven’t even the necessary dough to pay for your 
own electrocution.

D uke. Now don’t get sore, Ikey. I ’ll see you get a break, but 
it’ll cost you plenty.

Shy. I guess not, Judge! A feller can’t live without cash, even 
in the bootlegging trade, and if I haven’t got that I may 
as well go west.

Portia. Say, Tony! W hat can you do for our boy friend here?
G rat. I guess if I was Tony, I ’d lend him a million volts for a

few seconds.
Ant . I didn’t aim to see Ikey in this fix, but now he’s in I kinda 

feel sorry for him. Losing all your dough hits a guy pretty 
hard, so I guess I ’ll let him off my half. But listen, kid, 
you’ve got to quit the booze racketeering right now, savvy?

D uke. I guess that’s so, Tony. Does that suit you, Ikey?
Shy. T h at’s O.K. by me, chief ! Do I go now? I ’m not feeling 

too well, and I need a pick-me-up.
G rat. Beat it, Ikey! If I ’d been judge you’d be on your way to 

the State Penitentiary, now, instead of going home.
Exit Shylock.

Duke. Say, lawyer! How about a cocktail with me? I know a 
decent booze-den where the fire-water ain’t much stronger 
than gasoline.

Portia. I guess not, Judge. Thanks all the same, but I gotta date 
and my airplane’s waiting only a few blocks away.

D uke. O.K. then! I gotta date myself, but if I ever get as far 
as Noo York I ’ll drop in. Tony, I ’m off right now, so 
you’d best entertain our friend here. H e’s a regular guy 
and got you out of a tight hole, to-day, an’ it’s up to you 
to give him the glad hand, savvy?

Ant. O.K. Boss! W e’ll all be hittin’ the breeze pronto!
Curtain. J. F.
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The Library.

Since the last publication of “The Centaur,” £50 has been spent 
on Library books, and the total number of volumes increased by 
236. So that now we have nearly 1700 books altogether, 350 of 
which are fiction. In addition to this the books on loan from the 
County Library for the use of Forms I. to III . have been increased 
from 200 to 300. This means that there are about 2000 books 
on our Library shelves for the use of 350 boys.

I t is a healthy state of affairs, and, all things considered, the 
School deserves congratulation for the way in which it makes full 
use of its opportunities. The books are in constant circulation, but 
though the wear and tear is heavy, and supervision as light as 
possible, yet no one can grumble at the necessary repairs that have 
to be done constantly by various boys in the bookcraft department. 
Equally good is the report that only one book was missing after 
stocktaking at the end of last term. Furthermore, the new boys 
seem to appreciate their access to books, and have proved themselves 
quite worthy of having the full benefits of the Library conferred 
upon them.

If the Librarian might make one suggestion to all, it is this— 
you have heard it before, but it bears repeating—“ A book out of 
place is a book missing.” Much labour would be avoided if every 
boy held himself responsible for putting books away exactly in their 
correct places, and for making the necessary adjustment when he 
finds a book misplaced.

Since Whitsuntide last the following books have been given to 
the L ibrary:—
Mrs. Beacroft: Fogerty, E. Speech Craft. Shaw, G. B. Candida. 
M r. R. Gill : Thierry, A. History of the Conquest of England. 2 vols. 
Froude, J. A. Edward VI.
M r. G. E. Goodall : Germany in the X I X  Century. Woolley, C. L. 
Dead Towns and Living Men.
M r. J. W . K ing : Darwin, C. Descent of Man.
A. Draper : Wynne, K. Prince of Schoolboys. Stables, G. W ild  
Adventures Around the Pole. Cervantes, M. de. Don Quixote.
D. E. A. Raven : Mitford, M. R. Our Village.
E. Sheward : Southey, R. Life of Nelson.
J. K. Crooks : Tomlinson, H. M . Out of Soundings.
R. C. W hittaker : Anstey, F. The Young Reciter
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As we have not space to give a complete list of the new volumes, 
the following representative list must suffice: —

Theology: Hastings, J. ed. Dictionary of the Bible. Hoare,
H. VV. Our English Bible.

Sociology: Morgan, H. Careers for Boys and Girls. Frazer, 
J. G. Golden Bough. Masterman, C. F. G. How England is 
Governed.

History : Pelham, H. F. Outline of Roman History. Guedalla, 
P. Second Empire. Gibbon, E. Decline of the Roman Empire. Belloc,
H. French Revolution. Hartley, D. and Elliott, M . E. Life and 
Work of the People of England. 2 vols.

English : Shaw, G. B. Complete Plays. Bowman, W . D. Story 
of Surnames. Milne, A. A. Three Plays. Adams, J. Q. Life of 
Shakespeare. Quiller-Couch, A. C. ed. Oxford Book of English 
Prose. Gilbert, W . S. Savoy Operas.

French : Brunetiere, F. Evolution de la Poesie Lyrique. Faguet, 
E. A. de Vigny. Hugo, V. Les Miserables. Sand, G. Mare au Diable.

Classics : Mackail, J. W . Latin Literature. Wickham, E. C. ed. 
Horace. Frankenburg, Mrs. S. Latin with Laughter. Glover, T . R. 
Virgil.

Science and Mathematics : Jaffe, B. Crucibles. Yeats-Brown, F. 
Bengal Lancer. Buchan, J. Last Secrets. Kinglake, A. W . Eothen. 
Demangeon, A. lies Britaniques. Benson, E. T . Sir Francis Drake. 
Richards, V. From Crystal to Television. Johnson, V. E. Electrical 
Recreations. Poynting, J. H. and Thomson, J. J. (i) Properties of 
Matter, (ii) Sound, (iii) Electricity and Magnetism. Fajans, K. 
Radioactivity. Russell, B. A B C of Atoms. Hall, W . T . and Tread
well, F. P. Quantitative Analysis. Williamson, H. Tarka the Otter. 
Wells, H. G. and Huxley, J. Science of Life. Barlow, G. Motor- 
Cycling without Tears. Greenhalgh, R. Practical Joinery and 
Carpentry.

Fine Arts : Lamborn, E. A. G. Parish Church. Fenn, A. Abstract 
Design. Oman, C. Castles. Scholes, P. A. Complete Book of Great 
Musicians. Modern Publicity. Maclaren, A. C. Cricket Old and New-. 
Old and New.

Fiction: Bennett, A. Old Wives Tale. Crawford, F. M . 
Uncanny Tales. Chesterton, G. K. The Man who was Thursday. 
Gogol, N. Dead Souls. Belloc, H. Emerald. Buchan, J. Prester John. 
Tomlinson, H. M . Gallion s Reach. Carroll, L. Through the Looking 
Glass. Stevenson, R. L. St. Ives. Shorthouse, J. H. John Inglesant. 
Lover, S. Handy Andy. Doyle, A. C. Sir Nigel.
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How to Borrow a Bicycle.

I t was one fine night just after tea. George came to ask me 
if I was going to the pictures, so that he could tell his mother I 
was going, and ask if he could go. Almost as soon as he was 
launched on his impetuous way, and while I was fawning on my 
last and absolutely final cup of tea, not too hot, mind you, and 
plenty of sugar, there came a knock upon the door. Thus at the 
door appeared I, laden with cup, teaspoon, and no saucer, and 
without stood three of whom more anon.

Recognising a situation which called for prompt action, I raised 
my cup, soaked its contents at one gulp, laid the cup down, and 
leaned against the doorpost.

“ Hog,” said the deputation as one voice. “ Greedy, greedy 
hog! ”

I discerned that they were of the brotherhood. “ W hat do you 
want ? ”

The chieftain indicated by his clandestine effort to cleanse one 
shoe by rubbing it up his trouser leg, that he humbly begged to 
communicate news of a deed of dreadful note.

“ You see,” he said, “ we want to go for a bicycle ride, us three, 
and a fourth who shall be nameless.”

“ Only,” said Toss, “ Howard hasn’t got a bike.”
Rhon simpered soulfully.
“ Shut up. Well, let me explain,” murmured Howard with the 

voice and mien of one who is about to confess all and die. “ Mine
went to be mended------”

“ A fortnight ago,” said Rhon.
“ Look here, who’s telling these lies—me or you?”
“ All right—you tell him.”
“ Well, this chap I was telling you about when that fanatic 

interrupted—” with a homicidal look at a fly on our door knob, 
“ said that it would be ready to-day at five o’clock, and when we 
went to fetch it, we saw his daughter at the end of the street, 
keeping conk.”

“ Keeping------? ”
“ Conk, on the look-out.”
“ Oh ! ” I laughed.
“ W hat are you laughing at? ”
“ Merely joie de vivre, eau de cologne, pate de foie gras.” 
“ I see. I ’m frightfully sorry.”
“ Thanks; so I suppose you want to borrow i t? ”
“ We quite understand,” said Toss, “ why you put that bike 

of yours under a false name, but at times your meaning becomes 
somewhat subtle.”
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“ Well, you ought to realise that my grandfather ceased to 
insinuate that my cacaphony was a bike when he cut his first molar.” 

“ Precisely, but can we borrow i t ? ”
I snubbed the tactless carcase with a scornful glance, signifying 

that such squalid insinuations were below the consideration of such 
gods as we, who were daily in the habit of pauperising ourselves for 
the common good, and who thought nothing of sacrificing our lives 
and our pen-nibs in the cause of culture and progress.

“ My friend,” said Howard to Toss, “ you are an imbecile, a 
fool. Grovel.”

W e discovered ourselves before the horror in question. I showed 
them over my domain, occasionally pointing with the teaspoon, which 
I paused at intervals to lick.

“ This is the saddle. It has but one frailty. You will have to 
manoeuvre yourself gingerly or you might tear your trousers on 
the wireless flex that holds it together. The bell is quite ornamental 
and won’t fall to bits if you keep your hand on it. The front tyre 
as you will deduce from observation is gloriously and blissfully flat. 
Luckily I bought a new pump to-day.”

“ In short,” concluded Rhon, “ if you jack up the oil round the 
chain, build a new bike round, and wipe the oil off, that bike will 
look reasonably filthy.”

W e sat on his head, and pensively slippered him with the pump.
G. H. C.

Our Hike in Scotland.
Now that we have settled down at school, and have reviewed 

the hike in a calmer light, only the pleasant side of the holiday 
remains, and the discomforts serve but as a sombre back-ground to 
the glowing canvas of our epic. Gone are the blisters on our feet 
and shoulders, no longer do we stagger and wince every time we 
stand up after a rest. Only do we remember the long lazy days 
in camp, the cold blue of the sea-lochs and the heat of sun-baked 
rocks. Even the actual hiking has taken on a pleasant aspect, and 
the memory of the mid-day halts by rushing burns, when one could 
lie on the heathery bank with one’s feet in the icy water and gently 
massage one’s aching shoulders has dulled the thought of these 
troubles.

W e started out from Ballahara on Loch Lomond and did quite 
a good stretch on the first day, camping about sixteen miles up 
the east bank of the Loch. W e had disdained to use the main 
road on the west bank and had hiked along the steep sides of Ben 
Lomond—and they are steep! On the second day, since our 
shoulders already ached, even on sight of our packs, we used the
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boat we had borrowed from the herd to take twelve hikers and 
their kit up to the head of the Loch and then two miles up the 
river. And so we rowed those twelve hikers up the Loch and 
at length pitched camp. The journey was without incident, save 
that we were nearly swamped by the steamer once, and immediately 
afterwards ran aground at the head of the Loch. We refloated 
after desperate efforts to capsize and at last camped—and found 
we’d got nothing to eat. So six of the party pushed on to the 
next village for supplies, four went back with the boat and two 
stayed in camp. W e set out full of hope and vigour with that 
boat, returned it with thanks, and began to think about getting 
back. W e resolved to catch the steamer at Inversnaid, ride to 
the head of the Loch and walk the odd mile or two to camp. 
Alas, “ the best laid schemes of mice and men, etc.” This one 
went far “ agley.” W e were on the east bank of Loch Lomond; 
the road is on the west. So we charged along the mountains 
for about three miles at the double, and as we reached Inversnaid 
the boat left it. There was but one thing left to do—walk, and 
since we didn’t see the fun of wandering over Ben Lomond and 
friends at midnight, we bribed a man to take us over the Loch 
and walked ten or twelve miles back to camp.

Even now one winces at the thought of that week. Kingshouse, 
Glen Coe, Loch Tulla, Laggan Bridge passed as in a nightmare. 
It was really hot that week, and it was then we covered most 
of the ground. Then came that delightful camp at Onich, and 
the rest at Fort William near Ben Nevis, which to me looked 
lower than Black Mount and some of the peaks of Glen Coe, even 
though it was spotted with patches of snow.

And who shall forget the midge? Those little insects caused 
more annoyance and hasty rvords on that hike than all the blisters 
put together. Immediately camp was pitched, they came rolling 
up in thousands. You could almost hear them chortling, and didn’t 
they enjoy their little selves? When they settled, one felt as 
if a prickly veil had been drawn over one’s face. The only method 
of driving them away was to sit as close as possible to a smoky fire. 
In Skye, where they originated, they are called “ The Fisherman’s 
Curse.” In our camps in Scotland they were called other things.

Naturally, at the end of a 230 mile hike, we began to have 
some hazy idea of how to light a fire. We made about three fires 
a day, save when in camp, when ws kept our fires in all the time.

W e all enjoyed the hike, of that I am sure. And I am sure 
that we all want to see Scotland again, and once more make the 
acquaintance of those sweet little dears—the midges. And when 
we do see it again, may it be without packs on our backs and our 
thumbsticks in our hands. F. C.
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Aunt Agatha’s Arguments.
Extract from 

“ M udville Yoicks/ '  Chewsday, J ulober 11rd, 1931.
On our recent visit to our esteemed philosopher and friend, 

Aunt Agatha, we beg to report an astounding and novel suggestion 
for the education of youthful prodigies. Aunt Agatha holds the 
opinion that a good three years of a youngster’s life are wasted 
through the utter stupidity of the parents. People are encouraged 
to use ridiculous catch-phrases like “ Didums den,” and “ Does poor 
li’l Tootletom’s tootsies hurt him?” as if the baby was an imbecile. 
If on the other hand sound instruction was imparted to the child 
right from the start, asylums would decrease by the score and 
common-sense individuals would be far less a rarity than they are 
to-day.

One of the crying abominations, which support this inefficient 
system, is the simplicity of the world’s proverbs, which, concocted 
by blockheads, have been allowed to run rampant and undermine 
any love of language a person might have. Where is the beauty of 
phrase that once was England’s—the joy of words, for example, 
which forced Disraeli to term Gladstone “ a sophisticated rhetorician, 
inebriated by the exuberance of his own verbosity.” ? It is all gone!

Did I say all? No, there are still a few warm-hearted philanthropists 
(of whom Aunt Agatha is one), who cannot bear to see humanity 
thus travel to the dogs, and they have vowed with an everlasting 
vow to restore the glory of the English Language, or choke in the 
attempt. T o illustrate this Aunt Agatha quoted the masterful 
parody of “ Twinkle, twinkle, little star,” invented by some such 
colleague, the virtue of which unlike the proverbial candle under 
the proverbial bushel, cannot be hid : —

“ Scintillate, scintillate, O  globule vivific!
How fain would I fathom thy native specific.
Loftily poised in the ether capacious,
Strongly resembling a gem carbonaceous.”

Her own activities, she related, began on reading that titanic 
effort of the same author to convert “ A nod is as good as a wink to 
a blind horse,” into respectable English; the result was :—-

“ A slight inclination of the cranium is as adequate as a spasmodic 
movement of one optic to an equine quadruped deprived of its 
visionary capacities.”

Recognising the stupendous superiority of the latter over the 
original, she began her own immortal work, which we beg to describe 
herewith.
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On being asked to give samples of her arts, she proceeded without 
any more ado to translate some of the better-known saws, proverbs 
and wisecracks of the age. “ While the cat’s away, the mice will 
play,” speedily became “ the inubiquitariousness of the feline species 
is apt to accentuate the liability of the diminutive rodents to disport 
themselves in unremunerative jollifications,” and we were compelled 
to recognise the beauty of the latter. “ Too many cooks spoil the 
broth ” shrank into nothingness before “ A superfluity of culinary 
experts is disastrous to the accurate preparation of the potage.” 
“ Many hands make light work ” became “ multiplicity of tentacular 
terminations appreciably augmentates the facility with which manual 
labour is accomplished,” and “ You can lead a horse to the water 
but you cannot make him drink,” became “ an equine quadruped 
can be persauded to approach the aquatic element, but one cannot 
constrain upon it to imbibe therefrom.” As these cacophonous 
reverbations oscillated my fellow-reporter’s tympanums, his eyes lit 
up with joy, and when “ People in glass houses should not 
throw stones,” was converted into “ People encompassed by lacerable 
conservatories should refrain from the propulsion of granite projec
tiles,” his enthusiasm knew no bounds. Aunt Agatha, perceiving the 
effects of her discourse, warmed up to her work. “ Empty vessels 
make the most sound,” became “ Vacuous receptacles tintinabulate 
with the greatest preponderance of amplitude,” while “ A rolling 
stone gathers no moss,” reappeared as “ A peregrinating mineralite 
accumulates no appendages.” When, however, “ Don’t spoil the ship 
for a ha’porth of tar ” was converted into “ Hermaphrodites should 
not deteriorate through an insufficiency of bituminous integument,” 
we both fell down and worshipped the goddess, who had restored 
the English language to its pristine ripeness and dignity.

We now agree with Aunt Agatha that were such solid 
instruction meted out to children from birth, the world depression 
that now puzzles statesmen would vanish before the influx of greater 
genius. We hope that this article will not pass unheeded and that 
it may gain many more converts to this most magnanimous movement.

Phrasis et N octis.

Cricket Report.
School X I.

Despite the poor weather of last summer, only one First Team 
match had to be abandoned through rain, that against the Ernest 
Bailey School. This was particularly fortunate, as the Team had 
been considerably weakened through the loss of some of its strongest 
players, and the newcomers badly needed match practice. Thus a 
record of six wins out of twelve matches must be regarded as a
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fairly satisfactory performance, though the Team as a whole was too 
apt to take it for granted that Whittaker or Housley would get 
the runs needed. If they failed, the others were liable to fall back
on the inspiration of the moment, which is not always a happy one
in batting.

The bowling also was left far too much to Gregory and Housley, 
and there were one or two players who might have proved far more 
useful to the side in this respect than they were had they taken net 
practice a little oftener and more seriously.

The best averages were 
B a tt in g  :—W hittaker 25.1 Highest score 55 not out.

„ Housley 24.9 „ „ 100 „ „
B o w lin g  :— Housley 32' wickets, average 4.7 

» Gregory 35 „ „ 6.5

C o lt s  XI.
The Colts’ Team had a good season, winning two of their 

four matches, and losing the other two by very small margins.
Colts 51 v. High Pavement Colts 49. (Pearson 6 for 9.)
Colts 67 v. Mansfield Grammar School Colts 75.
Colts 76 v. Mansfield Grammar School Colts 29. (Catlow 31, 

Carpenter 16. Carpenter 4 for 8, Keeling 2 for 5.)
Colts 46 v. High School Colts 59.

S c h o o l X I R e s u lt s .

SCHOOL v. MUNDELLA SCHOOL. At Trent Bridge. April 29th. 
Drawn.

Housley 7; Whittaker 23; Brandreth 31; Fowkes 0; Vickers 2; 
Willmin 0; Green 1; Gregory 20; Smith 1; Hamby (not out) 3. 
Burton (not out) 9. Extras 9. Total (for 9 dec.) 106.

Mundella School had scored 26 runs for 4 wickets when stumps 
were drawn.

SCHOOL v. WEST BRIDGFORD COUNTY SECONDARY SCHOOL.
On the School Ground. May 2nd. School won by 50 runs. 

Brandreth 3; Whittaker 5; Fowkes 1; Housley 100; Willmin 0; 
Ball 2; Gregory 1; Hamby 12; Burton (not out) 15; Chapman 10; 
Magness (not out) 1. Extras 17. Total (for 9 dec.) 167.

West Bridgford were all out for 117 runs, Gregory taking 5 
wickets for 25 runs.

SCHOOL v. HIGH PAVEMENT SCHOOL. On the School Ground. 6th 
May. School won by 77 runs.

Brandreth 30; Whittaker 37; Housley 28 ; Vickers 8; Willmin (not 
out) 4; Burton (not out) 0; Gregory 2. Ball, Fowkes, Chapman and 
Magness did not bat. Extras 10. Total (for 5 dec.) 119.

High Pavement scored 42 runs, Housley taking 6 wickets for 
23 runs and Gregory 4 for 17.
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SCHOOL v. ALDERMAN NEWTON’S (Leicester). At Leicester. 16th 
May. School lost by 102 runs.

Brandreth 6; Whittaker 7; Vickers 5; Housley 20; Willmin 1; 
Burton 0; Fowkes (not out) 5; Gregory 4; Chapman 0; Ball 1; 
Magness 1. Extras 10. Total 60.

Alderman Newton’s made 162 for 3 (dec.), Gregory taking 3 
wickets for 35 runs.

SCHOOL v. BRUNT'S SCHOOL. On the School Ground. 13th June. 
School lost by 5 wickets.

Brandreth 1; Whittaker 3; Housley 19; Vickers 25; White 2; 
Burton 0; Gregory 22; Magness 0; Cobb (not out) 6. Ball and 
Fowkes did not bat. Extras 6. Total (for 7 dec.) 84.

Brunt’s School made 85 for 5 wickets.

SCHOOL v. HIGH PAVEMENT. On the Forest. 17th June. School 
won by 30 runs.

Brandreth 3; Whittaker 4; Housley 2; Vickers 5; White (not out) 
19; Gregory 25; Burton 15; Ball 0; Cobb 3. Fowkes and Magness 
did not bat. Extras 3. Total (for 8 dec.) 79.

High Pavement made 49 runs, Gregory taking 8 wickets for
14 runs.

SCHOOL v. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 2nd XI. On the School Ground. 
24th June. School won by 48 runs.

Brandreth 8; Whittaker (not out) 55 ; Mr. Porter 24; Vickers 5; 
Mr. Burnham 8. Extras 16. Total (for 4 dec.) 116.

University College 2nd made 68, Gregory taking 5 wickets for
15 runs.

SCHOOL v. ERNEST BAILEY SCHOOL, Matlock. On the School 
Ground. 4th July. Match abandoned owing to rain.

Brandreth 8; Vickers 2; Housley (not out) 15; White (not out) 0. 
Smith, Gregory, Scothorne, Burton, Ball, Magness and Cobb did not 
bat. Extras 5. Total (for 2 wickets) 30.

Ernest Bailey School did not bat.
SCHOOL v. WEST BRIDGFORD SCHOOL. On Boot’s Athletic Ground. 

17th July. School won by 48 runs.
Brandreth 0; Whittaker 45 ; Housley 0; Vickers 8; White 8; Smith 
10; Gregory 10; Burton (not out) 13; Ball 3; Cobb 0; Magness (not 
out 1. Extras 13. Total (for 9 dec.) 111.

West Bridgford School made 63, Housley taking 5 wickets for 
24 runs.

SCHOOL v. BRUNT’S SCHOOL. At Mansfield. 18th July. School 
lost by 10 runs.
Brandreth 1; Whittaker 32; Vickers 7; Housley 11; White 0; 
Smith 0; Gregory 2; Burton 0; Ball 0; Cobb 1; Magness (not out) 
0. Extras 8. Total 62.

Brunt’s scored 72 runs, Housley taking 9 wickets for 21 runs.
SCHOOL v. MASTERS. On the School Ground. 21st July. School 

won by 43 runs.
Housley 44; Whittaker 8; Vickers 0; Brandreth 0; White 11; Smith 
6; Gregory 4; Burton 2; Ball (not out) 0; Cobb 3; Magness 5. 
Extras 13. Total 96.
Mr. T. E. Smith 30; Mr. Burnham 3; Mr. Porter 13; Mr. Pritchard 
2; Mr. Booth 0; Mr. Dallas 1; Mr. Wren 0; Mr. Revill 0; Mr. F. A. 
Smith 0; Mr. Harmer (not out) 0; Mr. Gill 0. Extras 4. Total 53. 

Housley took 6 wickets for 22 runs.
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SCHOOL v. MUNDELLA SCHOOL. On the School Ground. 22nd July. 
School lost by 18 runs.

Whittaker 32; Housley 3; Vickers 6; Brandreth 0; White 13; 
Smith 0; Gregory 2; Burton 1; Nuttall 4; Ball (not out) 1; Cobb 0. 
Extras 11. Total 73.

Mundellas School scored 91 runs, Housley taking 4 wickets for 
22 runs, and Gregory 5 for 31.

The Reason Why.
. . . Cassandra . . . Cassiterides . . . Castelammare . . . Cast- 

Iron . . . Castle . . . Castro, Inez de’ . . . Casuistry . . . C A T  ! 
Yes, why did that cat mistake my leg for the table and try to 
sharpen its already needle-like claws on my leg? Embittered I have 
turned to the Encyclopedia to try to find out. After many days
of wandering through Aa, Ab, Ac, Ad and so on up to Ca,
Cac, I have arrived:—C A T  . Felis domesticus. Hum, an
exception, a happy domestic. A domestic may be described as 
PLANETES— wanderer, and to come to thing of it, so does
our cat. T hat explains why maids-of-all-work are called “ Cats.”

The only difference is that cats wander at night, and announce their 
perambulations, not in civic style, “ the singers go before, the minstrels 
follow after, in the midst are the damsels playing with the timbrels.” 
You know the idea, but the cat in the small compass of its body, 
comprises the lot. I will endeavour to explain why.

In the days of good Pharaoh Amenehete-phat, there was a 
famous Cat of an unpronounceable, unwriteable and unwritten name. 
This Cat resided at K'arnak in the famous Temple of the Cat. All 
day it lay comfortably on a silken cushion on a throne of gold. 
Before it golden platters of goat’s milk, silver dishes of meat reposed 
as offerings to the Cat. This Cat was a famous oracle; indeed, it 
was the God Incarnate in Feline form. O r so the priests said, 
and, if they did not know, who did? On this extra special day, 
a deputation from the Pharaoh Amenehete-phat was to present a 
plan for war on Ethiopia to the cat to find out whether the 
project would be successful or not. Novices threw their incense 
on to the burning fires surrounding the Cat. A procession of priests 
and priestesses entered and arranged themselves in semicircular form, 
half on each side of the Cat. These set up a joyous chant, and 
from the opposite end of the building there slowly advanced another 
procession of twenty men. Twelve of them were gorgeously robed 
and swung golden censers, four priests conducted four ambassadors, 
each carrying a roll of papyrus sealed by the king.
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The first priest advanced before the cat, knelt, prayed, rose, 
genuflected, turned to the first ambassador, who opened his roll of 
papyrus and presented it to the Cat. The Cat yawned and shut 
its eyes. The next roll had the same effect, and in each case the 
priest whispered “ Rejected.” The third was played with, and again 
the priest whispered “ Rejected.” The fourth was received with purrings 
and the delighted ambassador caused a herd of bullocks to be slain 
for the priests’ feasting. The Cat’s day’s work was done; it drank 
some milk and went to sleep.

The Cat now cries at night for its lost position of honour, and 
prays with wailings for its reinstatement; that is why it makes the 
night hideous. And if you really want to know why it scratched my 
leg, why not ask it?

D. E. A. R.

The Bumblebees.
I pondered, drowsy as a lout

T hat slouches slow o’er vales and leas,
When all at once I gave a shout

And started forth out of mine ease,
As round the jam for the campers’ teas 
Was buzzing a swarm of bumblebees.

Continuous as the mugs that shine
And glitter in the “ Mermaid’s ” bar,

They stretched in ever-changing line 
Around the margin of the jar.

Ten thousand* slew I with one swot,
Pasting their corpses to the pot.

The flies beside them hummed,
But they out-buzzed the prancing flies in glee,

A poet could not but be numbed 
T o  see the ruin of his tea.

I raved, and raved, for little seemed 
The gain derived from having dreamed.

But now when on the grass I lie,
And stay in camp to keep things right,

They flash upon that inward eye 
The guardian of the appetite.

And bounding up I boldly slam 
A bee-proof lid upon the jam.

T . H. K.
* Variously excused as poetic license or due to the enthusiasm of the 
narrator.
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Swimming Sports.

The School Swimming Sports were held at the Northern Baths 
at the end of the Summer Term. The whole School went down to 
the Baths and enjoyed good racing and a display of Fancy Swimming 
and Diving given for us by Miss Redfern of the Northern Ladies’ 
Swimming Club.

One rather disappointing feature of the Sports was the small 
number of entrants from the Senior School and the consequent 
appearance of practically the same competitors in all the Senior 
Events. The Seniors must practice hard for the next Sports to avoid 
a repetition of this next year.

Results.

1. —Junior Object Diving: 1, Riccomini; 2, Davidson.
2. —Junior Free Style (2 lengths) : 1, Suggett; 2, H ind; 3, Davidson.
3. —Junior Graceful D ive: 1, D aw es; 2, Catlow, 3, Hind.
4. —Junior Back Stroke (1 length) : 1, Barnett; 2, Suggett; 3, Davidson.
5. —Junior Breast Stroke (1 length) : 1, Riccomini; 2, Suggett; 3, Cullen.
6. —Junior Learners (1 length) : 1, Hopkinson; 2, F ish ; 3, Cree.
7. —Junior Learners (1 width) : 1, Hallam ; 2, Bates; 3, Lowe.

The Junior Form Relay Race was won by Form Ha.
1. —Senior Breast Stroke (2 lengths): 1, Yann; 2, Magness; 3,

Whitehead.
2. —Senior Graceful D ive: 1, Smith ; 2, Burton ; 3, Whitehead.
3. —Senior Back Stroke (2 lengths) : 1, Magness; 2, Clarke ; 3, Barker.
4. —Senior Free Style (3 lengths): 1, Chapman; 2, Brown, L. S .;

3, Vann.
5. —Senior Object D iving: 1, Brown, L. S .; 2, Smith, F.

The Senior Form Relay Race was won by Form V.

In Praise of Apples.
“ Apple:—The round fleshy fruit of the apple tree and its 

numerous cultivated varities.” This is one dictionary definition of 
the apple. Shame! Surely this is not all, it does not do the apple 
justice. Everyone knows that the apple is a fruit, reasonably round, 
fleshy, and, indeed, the fruit of the apple tree and its numerous 
cultivated varieties. But does everyone know the subtleties which,
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added to the definition of the apple, give that fruit a charm and 
dignity, setting it above all other fruits? Once again the apple 
is a fruit (and here it differs from the others), the succulent part of 
which is not the pericarp. Did you know this? Do you even know 
what the pericarp is? I will not define it, except to say that the 
pericarp (or ovary wall) becomes tough, forming the skin of the core. 
You may have noticed a brown fluffy piece of material at the end 
of the apple opposite to the stalk. I doubt that you know that 
this is the remains of an epigynous flower; even if you recognised 
the flower, you would not know it was epigynous. Indeed the apple 
is more than the round fleshy fruit of the apple tree.

Therefore, when you next meet the slogan “ Eat More Fruit,” 
let the “ fruit ” mean more to you than just a collection of oranges, 
lemons, bananas, etc. T o  you the slogan must be “ Eat More 
Apples.” The lemon is a mere answer; the banana has degenerated 
into something bearing a blue label; the orange goes with the lemon. 
But this is not all. Was not the apple forbidden to Adam and Eve? 
Why did William Tell shoot at an apple and not at an orange? 
Why didn’t a banana fall on Newton’s head? The answer is not 
a lemon this time, it is an apple. The apple is the fruit of fruits, 
with a pericarp of pericarps, and an epigynous flower of epigynous 
flowers.

There are still two more facts to the eternal praise of apples. 
Several years ago the Australians visited England to indulge in 
the noble game of cricket. One day when a match was in progress, 
there floated over the ground a kite. Attached to the kite was a 
long streamer, and on the streamer were the words “ Eat Australian 
Apples.” W hat a tribute to apples! You will notice that the words 
were not “ Eat Australian Bananas,” or even “ Eat Australian 
Grapefruit.” There was no mention whatsoever of any other 
Australian product; just the apple the prince of fruits.

Even in England the apple has its share of praise. Immense 
posters tell us that 35,000,000 apples were used annually in making 
a famous brand of cider, and that if this alcoholic beverage does 
not suit you, you may partake of its little sister, to wit, Cidrax.

Therefore, gentlemen, a toast. In praise of the glorious fruit 
of the apple tree— the apple—the fruit which, if taken daily, will 
ensure perfect health forever afterwards.

H. T . S.
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-----  And All This.
)

When Britain still was primitive,
No “ Dole ” or unemployed,

Some Romans came across to live—
The Britons were annoyed.

The Romans for four hundred years 
Remained and prospered here;

They built us bridges, roads and schools,
Some of them still appear.

But barbarous tribes swooped down on Rome,
It had to be defended;

Our Britain then the Romans left,
Their occupation ended.

The Britons lived alone in peace 
T ill Angles, Saxons, Jutes,

Came and cleared them off to Wales;
The Britons thought them brutes.

When all was settled down again,
The Danes then came across:

I t took the Man who Burnt the Cakes 
T o  show them who was boss.

After Alfred, Egbert, Edgar,
And Norse Cnut had ruled,

King Harold, arrow in his eye,
Concluded he’d been fooled.

(Ed.—O wing to lack of space, the other 893 stanzas have had 
to be omitted.)

Now we’ve reached these modern times 
I hope you will not grudge it,

If I finish off my tale
W ith Snowden and his Budget.

L. M.
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Old Boys’ Association.
Before giving an account of the activities of the Old Boys’ 

Association, a word of praise must be given to the Magazine 
Committee. This is the first opportunity we have had of con
gratulating them upon the success of the first magazine. A School 
Magazine, and especially a first one, is always difficult to compile, 
but everyone will agree that it would be hard to improve upon 
the first edition of " The Centaur."

Flourishing Exceedingly.
Since the Magazine was published, the Old Boys’ Association 

has “ flourished exceedingly,” its chief activities being concerned with 
Rugby. A Club has been formed which is definitely recognised 
in Nottingham and district. Although the first match against 
Southwell was rather disastrous, the Old Boys recovered magnificently 
from the shock, and won the next two matches. The Old Boys 
have been somewhat short of players, and we have to thank the 
School for their valuable help.

For the match against Southwell, the Old Boys had to field 
a weak team, and the result, 46 points to nil, in favour of Southwell, 
tells its own tale. The damage was chiefly done by the Southwell 
inside three-quarters, who were brilliant, but apart from this they 
were a heavier side. However, the Old Boys went down fighting. 
An unfortunate incident was the injury to M r. Dallas; it was 
reared that he would not play again, but happily, we learn that 
he will soon be leading the forwards once more. The second 
match against Boots II  was a hard struggle, but the Old Boys 
emerged the victors by 7 points to 3. The third match was 
against the Old Nottinghamians “ B ” ; the Old Boys were clearly 
the better side, although the score 11 points to 3 in our favour 
does not suggest the full superiority. Excellent work was done 
by the forwards. A word about the players : we have a strong 
three-quarter line in M r. Coulson, M r. Burnham, M r. Revill and 
Cook. Brandreth is developing into a fine scrum half, and Cobb 
has rendered valuable services at stand-off, although he is now 
trying his weight with the forwards. As for the latter, Purseglove, 
Marshall, Rutt, Fowkes, and White are all proving worthy, while 
M r. Dallas is an invaluable asset.

O ld Boys’ D ance.
Another matter that is progressing favourably is the 

preparations for the first Old Boys’ Dance, which is to held on 
Friday, November 27th. The Headmaster has kindly consented 
to be the M.C., and he will be assisted by R. J. Davies. I t  is 
hoped that Old Boys will do their best to make this a success.
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Club colours have been decided upon, as you all know, and 
may be obtained from Messrs. Griffin and Spalding. The price 
of the badge has been altered from 2 /6  to 4/3, because of the 
small demand. This badge is exceptionally good, and Godfrey, 
a present scholar, who designed it, deserves honorable mention.

G eneral N ews.
The Hon. Sec. would be very pleased if members would let 

him know of their activities and anything they consider to be 
relevant to the Old Boys’ Association, in order that this section 
may be interesting.

Address:- J. North, 159 Portland Road, Hucknall, Notts.
(Ed.—I endorse this heartily. All O.B.’s should remember 

that there is always room in “ The Centaur” for any news or 
articles that are likely to be of general interest.)

N ew M embers.
Although the Association is young, its members are already 

widespread. Gregory and Hall are at Westminster and Crooks 
is at Cheltenham. New arrivals at the University College, 
Nottingham, are Fowkes, White, Greensmith and Jackson.

Sport.
Those who attended the Hucknall “ Centre,” will remember 

the deeds of Baker on the Soccer field. He was then the captain. 
He has gained further honours by getting his place in the 
Nottingham University 1st XI.

J. N O R T H .

Our Nottingham Letter.
U niversity College,

N ottingham .
16-10-31.

Dear M r. Editor,
Yet another College Session has begun and in the not- • 

too-distant future, the threat of Finals looms before us. The Old 
Boys have noted with eager eyes the ingress of “ Freshers ” to the 
various Departments of U.C.N. (we having now attained the dignity 
of Second Year Students.) In particular, R. White, J. N. Green- 
smith, J. Fowkes and R. W . Jackson have been accorded a welcome 
to the Geology and Geography, Education, Mathematics and History 
Departments respectively. All Old Boys unite in wishing them a 
happy and successful career at Coll.

I t seems as yet unbelievable that a year ago we wore the same 
shoes as they and can recall the “ trepidations of the soul ” they have 
undergone. Entry into College brings with it an entirely fresh sum
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of existence; no longer is the environmental control of school behind. 
A greater amount of self-confidence and self-dependence is called for. 
Heads of Departments and lecturers undoubtedly take a keen interest 
in an individual’s affairs, but of necessity greater attention has to be 
paid to the demands of Second Year Students. It is entirely due to 
this fact that an inexperienced and retiring Fresher obtains the idea 
that he is being neglected and may sulk. Hence it is essential 
that every newcomer should mix and associate himself with the 
social and intellectual sides of Coll, and co-operate heartily with 
fellow-students. I t is only thus, indeed, that true eminence in studies 
and sport can be obtained.

I believe that the “ Freshers ” from school have acclimatised 
themselves very well. Probably a good deal of confidence was imparted 
by older collegians from school, who gave good advice on college 
customs and general existence, which they themselves had painfully 
to gather by experience. Now that such a tradition has been 
established we trust that students will not look forward to entry as 
a terrifying experience; “ All is illusion.”

Old Boys were prominent in examinations taken at U.C.N. 
R. Purseglove and C. E. Marshall advanced yet another step by 
successfully passing Intermediate B.Sc. and B.A. respectively, and 
this humble scribe had the very good fortune to obtain History 
Subsid.

Comrades in the Education Department had a varied time pupil
teaching in the Vac. One intimate caned a scholar for not 
recollecting the passage “nor was Pharaoh in all his glory arrayed 
such as these.” Rather unfortunately for the delinquent, he after
wards realised that the passage in question applied rather to Solomon 
than to Pharaoh. Still, the men seem to have emerged from the 
crisis wfith flying colours.

Purseglove, in collaboration with Fowkes, is reading towards 
B.Sc. Special in Maths., Marshall to B.A. Honours in French (Latin 
Subsid.) and Jackson B.A. Honours History. We trust that Messrs. 
Wren, Goodall, Burnham and Revill will be duly elated. White, 
we see every day in the Geology and Geography Dept, and he 
appears to be establishing quite a reputation for himself therein. He 
differs from Rutt in that he takes Maths., not Geology Subsid.

The latter subject becomes everyday more interesting. A slide 
of igneous rock under the microscope undergoes a wonderful trans
formation—patches of purple inter-mingled with the dusty gleam of 
ruby and the vibrant hues of yellow and sea-green emerald. True 
delight to gaze, gaze and gaze again ! Morever, the writer worked 
enthusiastically through the whole of the Inter Science Geological 
Mapping Course and revelled in i t !
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Many Old Roys attended the Freshers’ Social of the Geo
graphical Society. Greensmith in particular rendered yeoman service 
by rendering syncopation on the piano, while Albert and “ E. P .” 
were predominant in so far as vocal choruses were concerned. 
Altogether a very enjoyable evening.

“ One crowded hour of glorious life ” aptly sums up Coll. Yet 
to sip the nectar cup to the full one must recall Beaumont: —

“ Home is everywhere to thee 
Who canst thine own dwelling be :
Yea, tho’ ruthless Death assail thee,
Still thy lodging will not fail thee,
Still thy soul’s thine own.”

Hie Finem Scribo.
T . H. C.

Old Boys’ News.
W estminster.

In the course of a letter from Westminster College, London, 
two of our last years’ VI Form, S. K. Gregory and W . C. Hall, 
write as follows :—-

“ Your representatives at Westminster are having a great time 
in College. Although so few in number we hope to make our 
presence felt and we should be pleased to welcome more from 
the Old School, promising them a rousing time.

There has been little news from Bulwell, but there have been 
rumours of a Rugby defeat at the hands of Chesterfield and of 
M r. Vickers’ remarks concerning the same. However we both 
hope that this result is no true augury for the rest of the season 
and that they will avenge many of last season’s defeats, always 
fighting hard and losing with good spirit.

The news concerning the Old Boys has been much more 
definite. How they lost disastrously to Southwell, and how they 
won splendidly against Boots and the Old Nottinghamians. Well 
done, Old Boys! We hope that you keep this form up and that 
you build up a name for keen sporting Rugby.”
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Cheltenham.

Our sole representative at St. Paul’s College, Cheltenham, is
J. K. Crooks who, however, in a recent lengthy letter to the Head 
Master, revealed that he was by no means lacking company and 
keen living. The letter is rather too long to quote in full, but the 
following extracts should make clear his “ translation ” from school 
to college.

“ W e have been dealt with very leniently regarding the 
‘ ragging ’ compared with what last year’s juniors received. On the 
first Saturday morning here, we were aroused from our beds at 
6.30 a.m. by the seniors and ordered to dress in white flannels, a 
white sweater and white gym shoes. When we were assembled in 
‘ back quad,’ a ‘ roll ’ was called to make sure that no one had 
escaped this ‘ rag ’ event. After this formality we were taken by 
four of the best athletic seniors in the college for a five mile run 
through the streets of Cheltenham. After we had gone about half 
the distance, the four seniors suddenly ‘ lost us.’ This was part of 
the rag, of course, and so we had to find our way back to the 
college. ‘ If one sheep goes one way the rest follow,’ so in this 
way we managed to find our way back to college and luckily we 
were in time for breakfast.

As you would probably expect, everyone was stiff after this, 
out much of the stiffness was run off the following Wednesday. 
In the afternoon we had to dress in old running shorts, vests and 
gym shoes for a cross country run. After a roll call, four seniors 
again led the way. The course was fairly difficult and, when we 
were about a mile from the college on the return run, we had to 
cross the ‘ Lily Pond.’ This was a Cheltenham sewerage stream 
and all the seniors were standing by to see the fun. We had to 
wade through fifteen to twenty feet of this stream. The black water 
came up to our waists and the mud up to our knees. However, we 
survived this ‘ rag ’ and were none the worse for it.

The climate down here at Cheltenham is much more healthful 
than that of Nottingham and East Kirkby. I t has only rained on 
three occasions in three weeks, the time I have been here. The 
atmosphere is very good and there are only two tall chimneys, for 
the gasworks, in all the town. They are not really in the town, 
but about a mile and a half from it. I t may be due to this pureness 
of the air or it may be due to the regularity of meals that I have 
gained seven pounds in weight in three weeks. The seniors say that 
most fellows gain about a stone during the first term.”
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